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R.E.C. in Romania –  
results, future prospects 



different  
educational contexts… 

the same 
 challenges 
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Bacau County School Inspectorate  

…... a public institution subordinate to  
The Ministry of National Education and 
its activity aims at achieving the main 
objectives of the educational system, as 
they are stipulated in the Law of 
National Education no. 1/2011, 
regarding the pre-university 
educational system 

The County Centre for Resource 
and Educational Assistance Bacau   

partner from Romania 

 

 providing counselling programmes and 

methodological support for a high quality 

education, to enable the development of 

each child’s personality; 

 informing and counselling teachers to 

optimise the educational activity. 



11 schools - all levels of 

education are represen-

ted: preschool, primary, 

secondary and high 

school 

9 teachers were selected 
from each school, 

together with the school 
counsellor. 



R.E.C. project - a challenge, from the 

begining…. 

the development of 
teachers' relational and 
emotional competences 

         learning ways to 
emotionally    manage 
difficult professional 

situations 

     reinforce the feeling that 
we are part of a European 
professional community 

reducing work-related 
stress and the risk of 

professional abandonment 

    understand and accept the social, 
cultural and educational  practice 

differences 



O.1  -  Schoolkit: relational and emotional questionnaire (RECQ) 
and observational grilles regarding REC  

1694 questionnaires for students between 11 and 19 
years old (874 questionnaires for each application: 

T1 + T2) 

93 observation grids for pupils between 3 and 10 
years old (31 for each application: T1 + T2 + T3) 

252 questionnaires for non-REC teachers 
(126 for each application: T1 + T2) 

342 questionnaires for REC teachers (114 
for each application: T1 + T2 + T3) 



O2. Web training: 
interactive 
multimedia platform  

virtual space in which 

teachers uploaded their 

homework, found learning 

resources there, shared their 

reflections in the journal and 

provided feedback to the 

trainers. 



O3. training R.E.C.  in Romania 

…actors in exciting role-
playing games 

...adults who put themselves in the 
slippers of the students to better 

understand the way. in which they 
think, feel, act  

….partners who reflected 
on their own career path 
and on their own 
intrapsychic universe 

Teachers have experienced 

different roles: 
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O3.  Training R.E.C. (in Romania)   
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O3.  Training R.E.C. (in Romania)  



O3.  Training R.E.C. (in Romania)  
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O3.  Training R.E.C. (in Romania)  

“Ion Creangă” School, Bacău    

  

  

Loogbook 

……..our REC history 

  

  

The LOOGBOK, a personal 
story of each group. 

…recorded the emotions and 

beautiful moments built together 

by the REC teams 



web 
resources  

methodological 
approaches REC 

learning 
experiences, 

European 
cooperation 

•disseminate and promote at local 
and national level 

• inspirations for quality, persona-
lized educational practices 

•open resources that will bring new 
learning experiences 

REC - sustainability, look to the future 



Thank you for everything we shared,  

for the wonderful learning experiences, together! 


